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Effect of Cellulose Characteristics on the Properties of the Wet-Spun Aerogel Fibers

Matin Rostamitabar 1,2, Gunnar Seide 1, Stefan Jockenhoevel 1,2 and Samaneh Ghazanfari 1,2,*

Abstract: Cellulose aerogels (CAs) from plant or bacterial-derived cellulose have advantages such as low density, high porosity, and high specific surface area and have been used in various applications including biomedical fields. One limiting factor in developing CAs is their demanding shaping process since it involves several steps of dissolution/dispersion of cellulose, geometry configurations using molds or nozzles, coagulation and washing of the gel body, and drying techniques. CA fibers can be converted into textiles and enhance the design ability, stiffness, and flexibility of the CAs. This study aims to understand the correlations between the initial cellulose characteristics, aerogel’s internal structure, and its prospective biomedical application. Wet-spun CA fibers were obtained by supercritical CO2 drying from low and high molecular weight microcrystalline cellulose in calcium thiocyanate tetrahydrate solution. Fiber spinning, thermal behavior, textural properties, and biological assessments of the CA fibers were inspected. The CA microfibers from high molecular weight cellulose proved to have a higher surface area (~197 m²/g), denser structure, and finer nanofibrils (~2 nm) with better thermal stability in comparison with the fibers produced from low molecular weight cellulose. The fibers were nontoxic, and cell proliferation was observed over time. CA fibers showed promising results to be used for biomedical applications such as tissue engineering and wound care.
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1. Introduction

Aerogels are open pores nanostructured solid networks with high porosity, high specific surface area, and low density [1]. In particular, aerogels are versatile porous materials with tunable textural and morphological characteristics for various fields such as adsorption and separation of materials, thermal insulation, and biomedical application [2–4]. Aerogels morphological characteristics are controllable with various processing parameters such as gelation, shaping, drying, and functionalization [3,5]. Typically, inorganic silica aerogels with very high surface areas (400–1000 m²/g) are the most well studied and commercially prosperous ones; however, there is an increasing attentiveness to produce aerogels from natural polymers such as cellulose as a sustainable, biodegradable, and often biocompatible resource [6,7].

The drying process of precursor gel aims plays an important role in aerogel fabrication in order to retain 3D porous structure with minimal shrinkage and deformation. Freeze drying and supercritical CO2 (sCO2) drying have been widely used in cellulose aerogel (CAs) production; recently ambient pressure drying methods that require physical and chemical modification of the gels have been also studied [8,9]. However, typically sCO2 dried CAs show better textural and minimal shrinkage in contrast to other drying...
methods. Furthermore, sCO$_2$ processes are mild temperature techniques and favorable for sterilization and bioactive agent loading in biomedical fields [10,11].

Drying in supercritical conditions goes back to 1932 [12]. In the past, supercritical drying was mainly performed in the direct route, which utilized high temperature and pressure supercritical drying of the solvent in the wet matrix. However, these solvents are typically flammable and enhance safety risks. In another method, liquid CO$_2$ was replaced by the solvent, so-called solvent exchange, and then drying at low supercritical temperature was performed [13].

Since 1994, Bommel et al.’s novel study became a turning point in the supercritical CO$_2$ drying process [14]. In order to fabricate crack-free silica aerogels, they used this theory that in the case of certain binary mixtures such as ethanol-CO$_2$, for each temperature, there is a pressure (critical pressure) above which the system is always in a single phase regardless of the composition. Therefore, it provided the chance to use supercritical CO$_2$ (sCO$_2$) drying to produce aerogels in milder operation conditions and reduced drying time. Then, the next generation of biomass- and polysaccharide-based aerogels, emerged at the beginning of the twenty-first century which contrary to silica aerogels were less fragile under compression forces [3]. Benefiting from sCO$_2$ drying, the morphology of the biogel remains reasonably intact or with minimal shrinkage after drying [3,15].

Cellulose, an amphiphilic polysaccharide consisting of linear polymer chains of β-1,4-linked d-glucopyranose molecules, is one of the most abundant natural polymers from renewable resources. Celluloses and its derivatives have widely been used in areas such as conductive materials, energy storage, paper industry, textiles, and pharmaceuticals [16–20]. Furthermore, it is one of the most aged materials that has been used to produce fibers and yarns [21]. Several processes have been described in the literature for the fabrication of cellulose aerogels (CAs) in various geometries of monoliths [22,23], cylinders [24], and beads [25,26] based on different types of cellulose and their derivatives. Fiber and textile production can overcome this designability limitation and enhance the flexibility and mechanical properties of aerogels by fabricating woven or nonwoven textiles from CA fibers and filaments. Furthermore, the fine structure of fibers can decrease the sCO$_2$ drying processing time from few hours to a couple of minutes since the drying procedure is dependent on the thickness and geometries of the samples.

Various inorganic salt hydrates such as LiClO$_4$·3H$_2$O, NaSCN/KSCN/LiSCN·2H$_2$O, Ca(SCN)$_2$·6H$_2$O and LiCl/ZnCl$_2$·H$_2$O have been used as efficient agents for dissolving cellulose in a wide range of degrees of polymerization [27]. For the first time, Jin et al. investigated producing CAs monoliths from salt melt hydrate of cellulose and Ca(SCN)$_2$·6H$_2$O by freeze drying [28]. Hoepfner et al. [21] produced CA fibers based on Jin et al.’s work by spinning a similar solution using a thermally insulated injection device where the fibers were regenerated in an ethanol bath and later dried in sCO$_2$ as the first fabricated open porous aerogel microfibers using cellulose. Karadagli et al. investigated the spinning dope preparation, extrusion, and characteristics of porous cellulose aerogels fibers from a similar solution and regeneration bath using a micro-extruder and sCO$_2$ drying [29]. CA fibers have been also fabricated from ZnCl$_2$ salt melt hydrate in similar processing methods in order to investigate their insulation properties in aerospace [30] and automobile applications [31].

Although CAs in other geometrical shapes have been used in multiple biomedical applications such as drug delivery [32,33], tissue engineering scaffolds [34,35], and antibacterial and wound dressing [36,37], the potential of CA microfibers for biomedical application has not been determined. Therefore, the processing, cytotoxicity, and biological assessment of these nanobiomaterials produced by assisting inorganic salts remain essential. This study aims to understand the correlations between initial polysaccharide characteristics, dissolution, and processing of the cellulose using Ca(SCN)$_2$·6H$_2$O on the final aerogel’s internal structure and biological properties. In particular, this research inspects the effect of two different molecular weights of microcrystalline cellulose on the physicochemical and cytotoxicity of the wet spun microfiber CAs that originated from them.
The microcrystalline cellulose and CA fibers are characterized in terms of crystallinity, morphology, physical and textural properties, thermal stability, and cytotoxicity. The CA microfibers produced from high molecular weight powder proved to have a higher surface area and lower crystallinity with a smaller average fibrillar diameter compared to the fibers with lower molecular weight. In comparison to powders, both CA fibers went through cellulose I to cellulose II transformation and were mainly in an amorphous form with lower thermal stability. Fibers were nontoxic and showed cell viability and proliferation as promising indications for using these fibers in biomedical applications where porous fibers are required.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Two different types of microcrystalline cellulose powder with product number C6288 (referred to as C_c) and S6790 (highly purified, referred to as C_s) and calcium thiocyanate tetrahydrate (Ca(SCN)_2·4H_2O) salt with a purity of 95%, all from Sigma–Aldrich (Darmstadt, Germany), were used in this study. The cellulose powders were dried at 100 °C in a vacuumed oven to remove the moisture. For regeneration and washing the spun fibers, the absolute isopropanol (iPrOH) (>99.8%, 2-Propanol CP) from Biosolve was used. Carbon-dioxide (CO_2) cylinders (2.7 grade, 50 L) with a purity of 99.7% from Linde Gas Benelux consumed in sCO_2 drying process. Cell proliferation kit II (XTT) was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Finally, all materials were used without further purification.

2.2. Solution Preparation, Wet Spinning, and Washing

The salt melt hydrate system of Ca(SCN)_2·xH_2O (x ≤ 4) + yH_2O (y ≤ 6) [38] was used to dissolve C_c and C_s. The addition of 2 mol of water to the salt (Ca(SCN)_2·4H_2O) is necessary to dissolve the cellulose. Homogenous clear solutions were obtained by dissolving C_c and C_s (6% wt.) at 110 °C using a mechanical stirrer (200 rpm) after approximately 25 and 35 min, respectively.

Fiber spinning was done by a customized wet-spinning “LabLineCompact” unit (DI-ENES Apparatebau GmbH, Germany). The solution needed to be wet spun at temperatures above 80 °C which is the gelation temperature of the solution. Therefore, three heaters with a controller were added to the tank, the pump, and the nozzle pipe. The alcogel fibers (wet alcohol gel bodies) with a diameter of 330 µm were produced using a Dispensetec metal dispensing needle (23AWG, internal diameter 330 µm, 12.7 mm length). Temperature ranges between (110–115 °C), air pressure (2–3 bar), pump rate (1.5 mL/min), winding rate (25–30 rpm) and the iPrOH bath was used to achieve a continuous process for fiber production. The solution solidification in an alcohol bath happened when the temperature of the spun gel decreased from the melting point of the salt to room temperature. Finally, to remove the residual salt from fibers, they were solvent exchanged in 1 L of fresh absolute iPrOH for 5 times. The presence of salt leftover was checked by conductivity meter and spot test. The spot test was performed with iron (III) nitrate (1% wt. v⁻¹) since thiocyanate ions react with iron (III) ions in the solution and form an intense, red-colored complex ion.

2.3. Supercritical CO_2 Drying

The drying procedure was performed using supercritical CO_2 dryer HPE 300 (EUROTECHNICA, Bargteheide, Germany). The fabricated alcogel fibers were wrapped in the filter papers and placed in the vessel (V = 400 mL) with a defined excess amount of iPrOH. Samples were dried at 120 bar and 50 °C over 60 min. During the drying process, the extraction valve of the vessel was manually opened to vent the alcohol-rich mixture of CO_2 into a plastic flask while the pressure and temperature of the vessel remained constant. The extraction cycle of the alcohol rich stream was repeated 5 times for a duration of 3 min. In the end, the vessel was depressurized by a backpressure regulator over 30 min, and the vessel was opened when it cooled down to room temperature. The fibers were instantly
placed in a tightly sealed sample holder under a dry N\textsubscript{2} purge to prevent the samples from absorbing the moisture.

2.4. Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)

Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) was carried out on cellulose powders with an Agilent 1200 Series LC Equipment (SEC pump G1310A, RI detector G1362A, columns: PSS Gram30 and PSS Gram1000 in series, flow rate: 1 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}; eluent for cellulose samples: DMAC/LiCl). The calibration was done with pullulan standards. Cellulose dissolution in DMAC/LiCl is reported to remain stable over a long time and avoids the degradation of cellulose during the dissolution process; therefore, it is a reasonable solvent for SEC measurement [39].

2.5. Fourier Transforms Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy technique is one of the useful methods to study the structure of cellulose and regenerated fibers. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed on the powders and fibers with an FT-IR/NIR unit (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA). The spectrum was averaged over 32 spectra with a resolution of 2 cm\textsuperscript{-1} from a range of 4000 till 500 cm\textsuperscript{-1} in the reflectance mode.

2.6. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

Two-dimensional (2D) wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) analysis was performed on the samples using a SAXSLAB Ganesha diffractometer (SAXSLAB, Denmark), with a sample-to-detector distance of 116.536 mm using Cu K\textsubscript{α} radiation (\(\lambda = 1.5406 \text{ Å}\)) and silver behenate (d\textsubscript{001} = 58.380 Å), and calibration standard measured for 600 s.

The crystallinity index percentage (CrI (%)) was calculated for all samples by the empirical approximation method of Segal et al. [33] as expressed by the following equation:

\[
\text{CrI(\%)} = \frac{I_{002} - I_{amorphous}}{I_{002}}
\]

where for cellulose I, I\textsubscript{002} is the maximum intensity of the (002) lattice diffraction at \(\theta \approx 22.6^\circ\), representing the crystalline aspect of the cellulose and I\textsubscript{amorphous} is the intensity at \(\theta \approx 18.7^\circ\) representing the amorphous part in the cellulose fibers. For cellulose II, I\textsubscript{crystallinity} and I\textsubscript{amorphous} is the intensity at \(\theta \approx 20^\circ\) and 13\(^\circ\), respectively.

2.7. Thermal Stability Test

The thermal behavior of cellulose powders and produced fibers was investigated by a thermo-gravimetric instrument TA Q500 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). Samples were heated from 20 \(^\circ\)C to 500 \(^\circ\)C with a rate of 10 \(^\circ\)C/min under a nitrogen purge.

2.8. Imaging, Scanning Electron Microscope and X-ray Microtomography

To observe the morphology and microstructure of the cross-section of CA fibers, the aerogel fibers were broken in liquid nitrogen and coated with a 3 nm thick layer of iridium. Micrograph images of the fibers’ cross-sections were acquired by Teneo scanning electron microscope (FEI, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). All images were obtained using 5 kV voltage at a working distance of 10 mm. The pore size distribution and the average diameter of microfibers and internal nanofibrils were measured by analyzing SEM images using Image J (version 1.8.0_172, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). In particular, the cross-section images were binarized using a similar thresholding procedure for all samples after calibrating the precise scale of the pixels in the software. The pore size distribution was calculated in the particle analyses tool with a minimum size of 1 nm and circularity of 25%.

X-ray microtomography (\(\mu\)-CT) images were obtained using Skyscann 127211MP (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) at the source voltage and current of 40 kV and 200 \(\mu\)A with an exposure time of 1.5 s and image pixel size of 0.8 \(\mu\)m. A CTAn analyzer (version 1.18.8.0+,
Bruker) was utilized to calculate the parameters from 2D aerogel structures within three different regions of interest for each sample. In order to visualize 3D images of the samples, CTVox software (version 3.3.0 r1403, Bruker) was used.

2.9. N$_2$ Adsorption-Desorption

Surface area and porosimetry measurement of aerogel fibers were performed by ASAP™ 2020 (micrometrics, Norcross (Atlanta), GA, USA). The samples were degassed at 80 °C over 24 h and the Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) method was utilized to determine the surface area. The pore size distribution and average pore size were obtained by Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH).

2.10. Cytotoxicity Test

XTT cell proliferation assay was performed on C$_c$ and C$_s$ powders and two CA fibers produced from them [26]. The negative control was a piece of polyethylene tube, and the positive control was dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The skin fibroblast cell viability was measured on the first and third day of culture using absorbance reading. The absorbance was measured in a multimode microplate reader M200 (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). The assessment was performed in three replicates.

2.11. Statistical Analysis

Experimental data are expressed as means ± standard errors (SD). The statistical analysis was done by Originlab (2019 b) using a significance level of $p < 0.05$. Student $t$-test was performed to determine the differences between different time points.

3. Results

3.1. Properties of Microcrystalline Cellulose Powder and Fabricated Fibers

The molecular weight of microcrystalline powders was obtained by SEC. The number average molecular weight (Mn), weight average molecular weight (Mw), z-average molecular weight, and polydispersity or heterogeneity index results from cellulose powder samples are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. As shown in Figure 1, cellulose type S (C$_s$) has a higher number and weight average molecular weight and a broader range of molecular weight distribution. The higher molecular weight of C$_s$ led to a 10 min longer dissolution time in the salt melt hydrate compared to the C$_c$.

![Figure 1](image_url)

Figure 1. The weight distribution (W(logM)) versus molar mass graphs of microcrystalline cellulose powders were obtained from SEC; cellulose type C (C$_c$, (a), black) has a narrow distribution of molecular weight while cellulose type S (C$_s$, (b), red)) has a broader distribution of molecular weight.
Table 1. The result of size exclusion chromatography of cellulose powders C_c and C_s. C_s has a higher molecular weight and polymer dispersity index (PDI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Mn (g mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Mw (g mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Mz (g mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_c</td>
<td>61,760</td>
<td>163,500</td>
<td>404,220</td>
<td>2.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_s</td>
<td>78,700</td>
<td>565,630</td>
<td>1,942,200</td>
<td>7.187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The alcogel fibers (6% wt.) were spun, regenerated, and wound in the regeneration bath around a porous stainless-steel bobbin. No salt leftover was observed because the conductivity for all samples was less than 1 µS/cm and spot tests from all samples were negative and did not show any precipitation of salt. Yellowish-white opaque aerogel fibers were obtained after sCO\(_2\) drying. The fibers obtained from cellulose type C and S are called F_c and F_s, respectively, in the following sections.

3.2. Fourier Transforms Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Figure 2 shows the FTIR spectra characteristic of the cellulose powders and fabricated CA fibers in the region of 4000–500 cm\(^{-1}\). The cellulose spectra show peaks at 3650–3000 cm\(^{-1}\) (O-H hydroxyl group stretching vibration), 2900–2800 cm\(^{-1}\) (–CH\(_2\)– alkyl stretching vibration), 1645 cm\(^{-1}\) (C=O stretching), and 1020 (C–O stretching). Furthermore, the crystalline structural alteration of cellulose from cellulose I to cellulose II were studied with the investigation of the peaks of 897, 1107, 1161, and 1430 cm\(^{-1}\) absorption bands, which were assigned to group C\(_1\) frequency, ring asymmetric stretching, C–O–C asymmetric stretching, and CH\(_2\) symmetric bending vibration mainly in cellulose I, respectively [40].

Figure 2. The Fourier transform infrared spectra of cellulose powders (C_s, (a), red and C_c, (b), black) and wet-spun CA fibers (F_c, (c), blue and F_s, (d) green).
Moreover, the 893 cm\(^{-1}\) absorption band (β-glucosidic linkages between the sugar units) also confirms that the crystalline cellulose I can be almost negligible in the regenerated cellulose fibers since the 893 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to group C1 frequency in cellulose II \[41,42\]. Besides, the typical vibrations in amorphous cellulose at 1260 and 1460 cm\(^{-1}\) are similar to those in cellulose in the hydrated melts.

3.3. Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD)

The XRD diffractogram of C\(_c\) and C\(_s\) with CA fibers generated from them, along with the detector image of the relative microcrystalline cellulose are displayed in Figure 3. Five major diffraction peaks at 2\(θ\) = 14.9° (101), 15.9° (101), 21° (021), 22.4° (002), and 34.5° (004) are observed for the microcrystalline cellulose which is in line with values known in the literature for cellulose \[40\]. However, the CA fibers show a diffractogram with the absence or significant reduction of all peaks corresponding to planes (101), and (002), the values of the Bragg angle characteristic of cellulose I, specifying an amorphous structure. Furthermore, the aerocellulose patterns display peaks in 2\(θ\) = 13° and 20° which is the corresponding characteristic of cellulose II \[27,43\]. It is also explicit that C\(_c\) had sharper peaks at (002) as well as more intense regions of radiation absorbance in the detector image and therefore higher crystallinity (Figure 3a) in contrast to C\(_s\) (Figure 3b) \[44\]. The crystallite index for the C\(_c\), F\(_c\), C\(_s\), and F\(_s\) was 81.15, 27.58, 42.13, and 12.78 (%), respectively. Therefore, it demonstrates that the degree of crystallinity of the F\(_c\) and F\(_s\) was extremely lower than of the original cellulose powder, but F\(_c\) had higher crystallinity than F\(_s\).

\[ \]

![Figure 3.](image_url) 

**Figure 3.** (a) The XRD spectra of microcrystalline type C (C\(_c\), (a), black) and originated fiber (F\(_c\), (b), blue) with the detector image of the C\(_c\). (b) The XRD pattern of microcrystalline type s (C\(_s\), (c), red) and fabricated fiber (F\(_s\), (d), green) with the detector image of the C\(_s\). C\(_c\) had a higher crystallinity index than C\(_s\) and fibers regenerated from both cellulose went through cellulose I to cellulose II transformation and formed an amorphous structure.
3.4. Thermal Stability

The thermal behavior and initial decomposition temperature of the cellulose powders and fibers are shown in Figure 4a. The weight loss between 40 and 110 °C was due to the evaporation of the water molecules. Water molecules could have been absorbed on the hydroxyl group of the powder and CA fibers; besides, it is clear that a higher number of water molecules in CA fibers was absorbed in the porous framework [45,46]. From 120 °C to 260 °C, the weight loss was almost unaltered. The weight rapidly decreased from 255 °C to 360 °C because of dehydration and decomposition of the cellulose chains. In derivative thermogravimetry curves (DTG), as shown in Figure 4b, it was indicated that the starting decomposing temperature shifts toward a lower temperature and the maximal weight loss peak was broadened in CA fibers comparing to their initial powder.

![Figure 4](image_url)

Figure 4. (a) TGA graphs of the cellulose powder S (Cc, (a), black), cellulose powders type C (Cs, (b), red) and aerogel fibers type S (Fs, (c), blue) and type C (Fc, (d), green). The first step from 40 to 110 °C in the mass loss was due to the evaporation of water molecules and the second step at elevated temperatures (from 255 to 360 °C) happened due to the relatively fast decomposition of cellulose chains. (b) DTG curves show that the decomposing temperature of CA fibers compared to powders shifted toward a lower temperature and the maximal weight peak was broadened.

3.5. Morphology and Textural Properties of the Aerogel Fibers
3.5.1. Imaging by Scanning Electron Microscope

SEM images of the aerogel fibers showed porous meshes of randomly oriented cellulose nanofibrils (Figure 5a,f); the morphology of the fibers is similar to the typical fibrillar cellulose aerogels reported in the literature [21,29]. The image analysis showed more than 60% of the pore sizes are under 5 nm for both fibers (Figure 5g,h); however, few macroscale pores existed for both fibers. Table 2 provides detailed information on the average pore size, minimum and maximum size of the pores in the CA fibers, obtained from SEM image processing.

Furthermore, by measuring the diameter of the microfibers, it was proven that Fc diameter was 275.66 ± 1.24 (µm) while Fs diameter was 281 ± 2.16 (µm). Based on the measured diameters the calculated volume shrinkage of CA fibers after regeneration, washing, and sCO₂ drying was 16.47% and 14.85%, respectively. The diameter of nanofibers in Fs was 22.28 ± 7.61 while Fc had thicker nanofibrils with a diameter of 38.11 ± 7.26 nm.
Figure 5. Scanning electron micrographs of the cross-section of cellulose aerogel fibers after regeneration in isopropanol and sCO$_2$ drying (6 wt.% cellulose content). (a) cross-section of F$_c$ (scale bar 150 µm), (b) randomly oriented nanofibrils in F$_c$ (scale bar 5 µm), (c) cellulose fibrils of F$_c$ (scale bar 500 nm), (d) cross-section of F$_s$ (scale bar 150 µm), (e) dense and randomly arranged nanofibril in F$_s$ (scale bar 5 µm), (f) cellulose fibrils of F$_s$ (scale bar 500 nm). The pore size distribution of F$_c$ (g) and F$_s$ (h) was acquired by image analysis using Image J software; the analyses showed that more than 60% of the pore sizes were under 5 nm for both fibers.

Table 2. The pore size diameter analysis of F$_c$ and F$_s$ obtained from SEM image processing using Image J software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Average Pore Size (nm)</th>
<th>Minimum Size (nm)</th>
<th>Maximum Size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F$_c$</td>
<td>3.398 ± 6.346</td>
<td>2.142</td>
<td>1546.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F$_s$</td>
<td>3.657 ± 9.165</td>
<td>2.139</td>
<td>2116.107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2. X-ray Microtomography

μ-CT images showed that fibers from both cellulose types were highly porous and consisted of interconnected open pores structure (Figure 6). The color bar shows the intensity of the X-ray absorbed by the fiber matrix. It was shown by the high intensity (blue-white color) regions that F$_s$ had more condensed regions of nanofibrils. The computed amount of open and closed pores calculated from the image stacks are shown in (Table 3). The F$_c$ has a slightly higher total amount of porosity and open pores compared to the F$_s$. However, the number of closed pores in both fibers is negligible (<0.01%).
Figure 6. µ-CT images of cellulose aerogel $F_c$ (a) and $F_s$ (b) in 3 different planes (X-Z, X-Y, Z-Y) with their 3D computed structure. The color bar shows the intensity of the X-ray absorbed by the fiber matrix (min: black and max: white). Scare bar length is 150 µm in all images.

Table 3. The porosity analysis of $F_c$ and $F_s$ obtained by µ-CT assessment using 3D analysis in CTAn software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Total Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Closed Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Open Porosity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_c$</td>
<td>77.32 ± 2.331</td>
<td>0.00052</td>
<td>77.3263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_s$</td>
<td>71.649 ± 3.121</td>
<td>0.00575</td>
<td>71.64738</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.3. $N_2$ Adsorption-Desorption

The specific surface area, pore volume, and pore size distribution of the CA fibers was obtained by BET absorption and BJH desorption. The fibers isotherm curves over relative pressure are shown in Figure 7a,b, and incremental pore volume versus pore size width are displayed in Figure 7c and d. The $F_s$ has a higher $N_2$ quantity adsorbed. The isotherms curves are similar to IUPAC type IV with a hysteresis loop in the range of 0.7–1.0, representing the presence of meso and macroporous structure [47,48]. The multipoint BET specific surface area ($S_{BET}$) results showed that $F_s$ had a $S_{BET}$ of 197 m$^2$/g while low molecular weight $F_c$ with the same concentration (6 wt.%) proved to have $S_{BET}$ of 85 m$^2$/g. The average nanofibril diameter ($D_{average}$) can be calculated from skeletal density ($\rho_{skeletal}$) and $S_{BET}$ by the formula $D_{average} = 4/(\rho_{skeletal} \times S_{BET})$, where $\rho_{skeletal}$ is 1.501 g/cm$^3$ for cellulose [29,47].

The BJH method discovered that majority of pores are distributed under 50 nm in both samples. The dissimilarity was observed over the highest peak of pore size distribution as it was narrower in the $F_s$ and located in the range of 20–30 nm, while the $F_c$ had a broader distribution of pores with a shorter peak height in the range of 20–40 nm (Figure 7d). BJH method clarified that the pore volume of $F_s$ and $F_c$ was 1.03 cm$^3$/g and 0.36 cm$^3$/g, respectively; moreover, the BJH desorption average pore width was 19.34 and 17.47 nm for $F_s$ and $F_c$, respectively.
Figure 7. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms curve and representation of pore size distribution by incremental pore volume versus pore size width of $F_S$ (a,b) and $F_C$ (c,d). In contrast to $F_C$, the $F_S$ had a higher $N_2$ quantity adsorbed. The majority of pores were distributed under 50 nm in both samples and $F_S$ had a higher pore volume. The specific surface area of $F_S$ and $F_C$ was 197 m$^2$/g and 85 m$^2$/g, respectively.

3.6. Cytotoxicity

The cell viability observed in all samples on the first and third days of cell culture proved that the samples were nontoxic. The proliferation of fibroblast cells from day 1 to day 3 was observed in all samples with the exemption of $C_c$ powder (Figure 8). It was also noted that the viability of $F_S$ is slightly lower than $F_C$.

Figure 8. XTT assay of cellulose powders ($C_c$ and $C_s$) and fabricated alcogel fibers ($F_c$ and $F_s$). The cell viability was observed in all samples; (***, $p < 0.001$; **, $p < 0.01$; *, $p < 0.05$). Negative samples were polyethylene and positive samples were DMSO. All test samples showed proliferation from day 1 to 3 except $C_c$. 


4. Discussion

The aerogel fibers were fabricated using a semi-pilot scale wet spinning line and utilizing sCO$_2$ drying unit. sCO$_2$ processes are gaining more attention in the biomedical field since they are being used as a mild temperature processing method to produce porous materials, such as aerogels, besides being used as a sterilization technique for biomedical products [10]. The significant difference in the type of polysaccharide used for fabricating the aerogels, especially in the structure and length of chains, might have an impact on the morphological properties of fibers because the properties of the cellulosic products rely on the biomacromolecule assembly and its degree of polymerization [49,50]. Two fabricated CA microfibers (φ ≈ 270 µm) from low and high molecular weight cellulose exhibited different physical and textural properties in the structural, morphological, thermal, and biological assessment.

The FTIR results proved that the dissolution of the initial biomacromolecule in salt melt hydrate altered the crystalline structure of the material from cellulose I to cellulose II, but no presence of salt leftover was observed. The NCS groups (N bonded) can appear around 2060–2100 cm$^{-1}$, and SCN groups (S bonded) can appear above 2100 cm$^{-1}$. As there is no clear peak in the mentioned range of FTIR patterns (Figure 2), it implies that NCS groups are not present in the structure of the fiber after washing steps [51].

Furthermore, XRD showed that the regenerated CA fibers were in the amorphous state and mainly in the form of cellulose II, and F$_{c}$ had higher crystallinity than F$_{s}$ as it was originated from high crystalline initial cellulose (C$_c$). From XRD and FTIR measurements, it can be concluded that the dissolution and the spinning of cellulose in Ca(SCN)$_2$ molten salt hydrate did not change the cellulose chemical structure during the dissolution and regeneration but weakened or broke the inter- and intracellulose hydrogen bonding and inevitably deranged the final CA fiber crystalline arrangement [27,43].

The thermogravimetric measurements disclosed that the CA fibers were slightly less thermally stable than their original cellulose powder due to the decrease of initial degradation temperature. This lower thermal stability was based on several elements such as the conversion of cellulose I to cellulose II, degradation of cellulose chains known for cellulose during dissolution in inorganic salts, and higher specific surface area of the CA fibers compared to the powders, which made the internal surface of fibers more prone to thermal degradation [27,38,52].

To reveal structural and textural properties of the CA fibers SEM, µ-CT, and BET/BJH results needed to be integrated as different compartment length scales from nanometer to micrometer existed in the fiber matrix [53]. The SEM and µ-CT outcomes showed that CA fibers consist of randomly ordered nanofibrils with interconnected pore structure. The BET calculated average nanofibril diameters were 13.5 and 31 nm for F$_{s}$ and F$_{c}$, respectively, which were close to the diameter range of the results obtained via SEM image analysis (~20–38 nm). The larger diameter of F$_{c}$’s fibrils might trigger some small pores to get closer and agglomerate, leading to lower pore volume [34]. The SEM analysis showed that the average pore width quantities in both samples (~3–4 nm) were lower than the obtained results in BJH desorption method (~17–20 nm), but both methods proved that F$_{s}$ had a higher pore size diameter than F$_{c}$. The low percentage of closed pores in both fibers achieved by µ-CT (<0.01%) was in line with the SEM and N$_2$ adsorption-desorption results. Alongside sCO$_2$ drying processes, the regeneration solvent is also essential in achieving a low amount of closed pores. Isopropanol was used as the main regeneration and washing solvents since its low surface tension (0.023 N/m) tends to decrease the number of closed pores during supercritical drying; besides, in previous studies, it has been proven the CAs regenerated in iPrOH have higher mechanical properties than other forms of alcohols (e.g., EtOH) [3,30].

BJH desorption results also showed that F$_{s}$ had significantly higher pore volume (1.03 cm$^3$/g) than F$_{c}$ (0.36 cm$^3$/g). The obtained value for F$_{s}$ was lower compared to the porosity acquired by µ-CT because of the resolution limitation of the µ-CT technique which will be discussed further. Overall, both fibers have mainly mesoporous structure with few
macroscale pores. Based on the results of the aforementioned methods, \( F_s \) originated from the high molecular weight with lower crystallinity cellulose (\( C_s \)) led to thinner nanofibrillar formation (SEM, BET/BJH), interconnected pore structure (\( \mu \)-CT), and higher surface area and pore volume (BET/BJH).

The difference in the results needs to be explained by understanding the sample preparation and measurement basis of each technique. SEM image analysis is limited to 2D and is highly dependent on the settings used during binary image production. Inaccuracy might also arise from the fibers cross-section preparation since even cutting in liquid \( \text{N}_2 \) can deform the nanofibrillars. Additionally, fibrils are highly sensitive to the electron beam and throughout the imaging process they can form clusters upon applying high voltages (2–5 kV) [54]. In addition, although the \( \mu \)-CT analyses provide a more in-depth and accurate overview of 3D structures with insight into the closed pores, the resolution of this technique is limited (in this study, 0.8 \( \mu \)m); this can cause errors, such as neglecting nanofibrils, or considering the agglomeration in the fiber matrix, it might fail to obtain a precise internal computed construction.

On the other hand, \( \text{N}_2 \) adsorption and desorption data based on BET and BJH theory report the pores which are accessible for gas; miscalculations might arise due to nanofibrillar structural changes in the \( \text{N}_2 \) pressure variation during the measurements causing some errors in pore diameter values [47,53]. In the case of microfiber shapes, this error can be even higher due to brittleness, high electrostatic charges, and the very lightweight nature of samples. After all, to add enough mass of the fibers in the bulb of the test tube, the aerogel fibers might have been compressed by transferring the samples into the bottom of the tube. It is challenging to control the applied compression when the ultralight aerogel microfibers samples were filled in the test tube. More advanced characterization methods, such as nano-CT as a super high-resolution imaging techniques, are required to obtain a better understanding of the textural properties of CA fibers [55].

The difference in the cell proliferation of the powders might arise from their purity. Regarding the CA fibers, the slower cell proliferation in the \( F_s \) can be due to minor trapped salt molecules, which can be thoroughly investigated by elemental analysis methods. The nontoxicity and cell proliferation of samples in addition to their open and accessible interconnected porous network are in favor of tissue integration and vascularization and it shows the potential of CA fibers for scaffold or drug delivery applications [50,56]. The textile production from CA fibers will lead to unique constructs with a macro/microporous structure emerging from the space between microfibers and mesoporous structure originating from porosity of each aerogel fiber; this also enhances the surface to volume ratio of the end product which is favorable for transdermal, wound care, and tissue engineering applications [2,57].

In the prospective studies, the processing route could be more optimized to decrease the destruction of initial polysaccharide chain length and crystallinity as it led to a reduction in the physical and mechanical properties of the end products; for instance, ionic liquids with lower melting temperatures can be used as a dissolving agent [3,58]. Furthermore, the development of greener isolation methods to obtain cellulose from plant resources can minimize the toxicity of the powders. Bacterial cellulose can be a promising candidate to replace plant-derived cellulose since it is produced by enzymes leading to a higher molecular weight and more crystalline assembly of cellulose [4].

In general, tunable macro and micro designability, biomimetic structure, nontoxicity and biodegradability introduce these CA fibers and possible outcome textile as promising candidates for several biomedical application including tissues engineering, wound care, and drug delivery. However, in future studies some of their limitations must be improved. For instance, CA fibers are not wet stable and in case of cyclic evaporation of solvent molecules (e.g., changes in humidity) or immersion in liquids and subsequent ambient drying, their internal structure will collapse over time [59,60]. Additionally, the CA microfibers brittleness remains a challenge for further industrial textile production. These are the two main challenges for many biomedical applications which need to be
overcome using physical or chemical modifications such as plasma treatment, layer by layer assembly, crosslinking, etc.

5. Conclusions

Herein, we successfully fabricated two different cellulose aerogel fibers (6 wt.%) from plant-derived microcrystalline cellulose powders. Fibers were prepared by dissolving the cellulose in calcium thiocyanate melt hydrate combined with wet spinning and sCO$_2$ drying methods. The aerogel fibers showed lower crystallinity and thermal stability in comparison to their original polysaccharides. The result showed that highly porous constructs were fabricated and proved that the properties of the fibers were affected by using different molecular weights of the polysaccharide. The microfiber originated from a high molecular weight with low crystallinity cellulose powder showed thinner fibril diameter (~17 nm), higher surface area (~197 m$^2$/g), and pore volume (~1.03 cc/g) than the microfiber obtained from the low molecular weight with high crystallinity cellulose. Finally, it was confirmed that the cellulose aerogel fibers produced in this study are nontoxic and thus can be used in biomedical application such as tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications.
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